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Cyrillic: Later history

Cyrillic remained ensconced in the three basic areas in which it first developed: Bul-

garia and Serbia, then Kievan Rus (from the late loth century). Its further develop-

ment is of a marginal nature—partly related to local phonological changes and partly

to purely graphic ones. This section discusses only the changes which took place in

the (Great) Russian area; for the other developments and adaptations of Cyrillic, see

SECTION 60.

A general cause of trouble was the inheritance of an alphabet that was created for

another language system, especially with the multiple vowel symbols brought in from

Greek: the three letters for / (m, *1/i, v), the two for o (o, cd/c&), and the variants for u

(oy/9); there were similar problems with the Greek consonantal letters, with two

each for z (s, i) and/(<}>, Q).

In Russia the first attempt to come to grips with these problems was Peter the

Great's "civil script" of 1708-10, introduced specifically to accommodate the print-

ing of non-Church books. Not only did this settle on simpler forms of all letters for

use in lay printing, but it also made a start on deleting redundant letters and shapes

which were marked as "Church" variants (a)/c& o, w ja, a ^, 4/ ps)\ confirmed (by

omission) the earlier abandonment of some (oy u,7kq)\ fixed in place some earlier

shape changes (y w, m, sc, bi y)\ and introduced some new forms (3 e, sija). Many of

the "superfluous" letters or variants, however, remained: s/2; z, w/i/i /, ^ m, ? ks, <t)/Q

/, V ilv. The Academy of Sciences, initiated by Peter in 1724, made some fairly des-

ultory attempts at reform in statements of 1735 and 1738 (the only positive and lasting

change being the latter's introduction of the letter t for the sound [j] in postvocalic

position); but the debate about shapes and variants continued in disordered fashion

until 191 8, there being as yet (there as elsewhere) no mechanism for the enforcing of

a norm.

It was only the 191 8 reform, promulgated by the new regime, that once and for

all saw the removal of the redundant i, t, and Q in all cases, and of "b in its redundant
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final position. Other letters were omitted without comment, indicating that the loss of

such as s, 0), §, M^, and v was by now assumed.

One reform frequently suggested (but to this day not implemented, mainly for

morphophonological reasons) has concerned the need for a letter for [o] after a soft

consonant; Russian still officially uses the letter e for this function as well as for "nor-

mal" [e]; in pedagogical usage the form e (first proposed in 1797) is used.

Orthography and phonotactics in Russian

Apart from occasional proposals of a phonetic principle, most Cyrillic areas (as in-

deed their Roman counterparts) have always appHed the "morphological" principle

in orthography, i.e. to retain visible morphological relations in spite of surface pho-

netic facts. Of the Slavic languages, Serbo-Croatian, because of its simple phonotac-

tic rules, has been able to employ the phonetic principle, the only surface alternations

that need to be accommodated being the assimilation of voice in median obstruent

groups. Ukrainian is close behind, though it does not indicate such assimilation as it

has. Of the rest, which all have several complicating factors, only Belarusian has cho-

sen a phonetic representation of the vowels, though not of the consonants. The main

other compHcating phonotactic factors are, for the consonants, devoicing of word-fi-

nal obstruents; and for the vowels, reduction in quality of unstressed vowels. Thus the

word for 'town' in Russian is written ropoA gorod, though pronounced ['gorst]—on

the principle that in all the other forms of this word, the /d/ is realized as [d], the stress

may shift, and so the root morpheme is {gorod}. The derived adjective is written

ropOACKOH gorodskoj\ pronounced [gsrAt'skoj]. The phonotactic rules are consistent

enough for this not to be a problem for educated native speakers.

The phonological fit in Russian is complicated especially by the fact that palatal-

ized consonants are often represented by the following vowel letter (often called io-

tated): e e/e jo, h /, 10 ju, 9ija; whereas non-palatalized consonants are indicated by

the parallel non-iotated letters 3 ^, o <9, m j, y w, a a. The orthographic advantage of

this system is that the twelve consonants which may occur also in palatalized form

require only five extra letters; but it can cause problems, certainly for learners, e.g.

TCTM 'aunt' is phonologically /t ot'a/, as opposed to tot 'that' /tot/. Where there is no

following vowel, the soft sign b is used, e.g. MaTb 'mother' /matV, CBa^i>6a 'wedding'

/svad'ba/. In native Russian words, consonants before Id may not be unpalataHzed;

hence the absence of any spellings with the non-iotated letter 3 in this part of the lex-

icon. However, a large and increasing number of foreign borrowings, often well as-

similated lexically, do contain a non-palatahzed consonant in this context; but this

remains unrecognized in the spelling, which retains the isolated letter e (e.g.

4)0HeTHKa [fA'net^iko] 'phonetics'.

A further complication is the representation of the phoneme /j/: while a separate

letter h does exist for this sound, it is used only in syllable-final position, e.g. nan

'tea' /cajA nanKa 'seagull' /cajka/; elsewhere the iotated vowel letters serve for the
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initial position, e.g. hcho 'clear' /jasno/, while they in addition to the hard sign -l or

soft sign h are used after consonants, e.g. ctea;]; 'congress' /sjezd/, cxaTBH 'article'

/stat'ja/. This is now the only function of the hard sign, since elsewhere the absence

of the soft sign implies "hard," e.g. tot 'that' /tot/ (see also table 27.2 note c).

The only case of dislocation between orthography and pronunciation in a specific

morphological context concerns the adjectival ending -oro (masculine/neuter geni-

tive singular), in which the letter r is pronounced [v]. The reasons for the change in

pronunciation from the original [g], which began at the time of the rise of Moscow
(ca. 15th century), are unclear, the most likely being new contact between dialects.

The reasons for retaining the former spelling stem partly from the profusion of dia-

lects, since many of them did not undergo the pronunciation change; but mostly from

the influence of the Old Church Slavonic pronunciation [g], especially during the for-

mative period of the orthography in the nineteenth century. An additional factor is the

usual resistance in the twentieth century arising from the inertia of established tradi-

tion.

Extra diacritics may be used in particular circumstances, for example to indicate

suprasegmental features, or to aid disambiguation. For Russian these cases are: (a)

The letter e—phonetically representing stressed [o] after a soft consonant—is used

both in pedagogical functions and for disambiguation, e.g. to distinguish Bce vs'o

[fsb] 'all, every' (neuter singular) from Bce vs'e [fs%] 'all' (plural), (b) The use of an

acute accent indicates stress position in dictionaries and textbooks, e.g. ropofl; gorod.

(c) The marking of the word hto cto with an acute accent indicates the object pronoun

'what' as opposed to the clitic conjunction 'that'.

TABLE 27.2 shows the distribution of the Cyrillic letters in modern Russian.

Sample of Modern Russian

1. Russian:

2. Transliteration:

5. Transcription:

4. Gloss:

1. pasBHBajiacL

2. razvivalas'

5. rszv^i'valas^

4. developed

1. npHMeneHHii

2. primenenija

5. pr^im^inWijo

4. of.application

Op4)orpa4)H5i

Orfografija

ArfA'grafiJQ

orthography

B CTopony

V storonu

'fttorsnu

in direction

pyccKoro nHCbMa

russkogo pis'ma

'rusk-ovo p^i's^ma

Russian-GEN of.writing

Bce 6ojiee

vse boleje

Tsb 'bolJiji

always more

nocjie^oBaxejiLHoro

posledovatel'nogo

pA'sl^edQV9t^ IPn-QV9

consistent-GEN

(J)OHeMaTHHecKoro-Mop4)OJiorHHecKoro npHHUinna.

fonematiceskogo-morfologiceskogo principa.

f9nEmA'tJitfisk-3V9-morf9lA'gWisk-9V9 'pr^intsips

phonological-GEN-morphological-GEN of.principle
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/. npHHii;Hn 3T0T Tpe6yeT o^HHaKOBoro

2. princip etot trebujet odinakovogo

3. 'printsip '£t9t 'trJebujit Ad^i'naksv-ovs

4. principle this requires identical-GEN

/. a TaK3ce Mop(i)eM cjiob, ^a^ce

2. a takze morfem slov, daze

3. A 'tag30 mAr'f^m sbf 'da^o

4. and also of.morphemes of.words even

HanHcaHHM (l)OHeM,

napisanija fonem,

nopJi 'san^iJ9 fA'nfem

of.writing of.phonemes

ecjiH npoHSHomeHHe
jesli proiznosenije

'jesl^i prAiznA'Jen^ij i

if pronunciation

/. HX H3MeH3ieTCH B paSJIH^HblX

2. ix izmenjajetsja v razlicnyx

3. ix izm^i'n^aejittsso vrAz'Htfnix

4. of.them changes in different

rpaMMaTHHecKHx

grammaticeskix

gramA'tJitfiskJix

grammatical

c})0pMaX CJIOB.

formax slov.

'formox sbf

forms of.words

The orthography of Russian writing developed in the direction of the ever more
consistent application of the phonological-morphological principle. This princi-

ple requires the identical writing of the phonemes, and also the morphemes, of

words even if their pronunciation changes in different grammatical forms of the

words.' -Istrin 1963: 166.
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